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The Anomalous Diamagnetism of Graphite 
(Receiced for pubZication, 24th May 1929) 
Abstract. 
It is a very remarkable fact that a amorphoue carbon 
bas about the earn0 diamagnetio susceptibility as diamond, 
0.37 x 10 +, while nevertheless following Debye and Lgcherxer, 
ite X-ray pattern is usu~lly considered as analotgous to  that 
of crystalline graphite which has a far larger susceptibility 
(8'2 x 19 ). In an attempt to find an explanation of thia 
anomaly, an examination has been made of the magnetia 
properties of purified carbon from different sources. The 
results, faken together with the X-ray evidence suggest that 
srnorphous carbon differs from graphite in its ultimate strue- 
fure, and this i~ supported by the known differences in their 
chemical and phyeical proper ties such as density and elect d- 
oal conductivity. It is suggested that the behaviour of gram 
phite may be analogous to that of bismuth which has b a n  
discussed by Ehrenf est. 
From his extensive work on the diamagnetic susceptibili- 
t ia  of many organio cooipounds, Pascal deduced the atomio 






